This study presents a comparative inquiry of FLPs of bi/multilingual Chinese families in England and Singapore. Using Family language Policy (FLP) as a theoretical lens, the study explores: What types of FLP currently exist in private domains in UK and Singapore and how the educational and political systems in these two different sociocultural contexts influence the linguistic configurations and language practice patterns in these bi/multilingual families. Seventy-three families are involved in this study, 33 from the UK and 40 from Singapore. A questionnaire is used to gain information about three components of FLP: language practice, language management, and language ideology (Spolsky 2004). While there are different cultural, linguistic and political forces that influence FLPs in Singapore and England, there is an overall English-dominant ideology prevailing in the parental language management efforts. The study also shows the impact of English as a dominant/official language on the language practice patterns of the families.
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